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IMPORTANT
To begin — Please save this workbook
to your desktop or in another location.

How can you get the most out of this writeable workbook? Research has shown that the
more ways you interact with learning material, the deeper your learning will be. Nightingale-
Conant has created a cutting-edge learning system that involves listening to the audio,
reading the ideas in the workbook, and writing your ideas and thoughts down. In fact, this
workbook is designed so that you can fill in your answers right inside this document.

For each session, we recommend the following:

� Preview the section of the workbook that corresponds with the audio session, paying
particular attention to the exercises.

� Listen to the audio session at least once.

� Read the text of the workbook.

In addition to the exercises and questions, we’ve created an “ijournal” to make this an
even more interactive experience for you. At the end of this guide, you can write down any
additional thoughts, ideas, or insights to further personalize the material. Remember, the
more you apply this information, the more you’ll get out of it.
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REV I EW OF EX E RCISES & CO N C E P TS

(PLEASE NOTE: The first 21 exercises and the 18 concepts are explained in complete detail
in the audio portion. They are here in this guidebook as a sampling of the audio contents, as
a visual reinforcement of the program, and as a means of reviewing the exercises and
concepts once you’ve heard them.)

SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 

CONCEPT #1: The Place of Genius

In the next few hours you will learn how to activate and use a very special part of your mind — 
a part of your mind that is so powerful it has the ability to make immensely positive things happen
for both you and those you care about. It is, without a doubt, a magical part of the mind. It is

almost an all-knowing part of the mind. It is one of the key factors in making great things happen, in
making wishes come true, in solving difficulties for both business matters and personal relationships, in
shaping and (in some cases) even seeing the future, in making you more creative, and in stimulating the
potential and ability you may have never thought you had. It’s the part of your mind where genius lies,
and it’s called the subconscious mind. 

The subconscious is something we all possess but few of us know how to employ it. Few of us know how
to reach it. Few of us are aware of its capacity. In fact, some of us don’t even know it’s there. Nevertheless,
throughout the ages a charmed few have understood how to apply its power. Be it something they’ve done
naturally, or be it a knack that they acquired, with this force they made their wishes and goals materialize.
They overcame difficulties and achieved success in some, many, or even all areas of their lives, including
business, friendship, love, and family.

Simply put, the subconscious mind has a DYNAMIC influence on the success of your existence, 
and that’s why what you are about to learn is called MIND DYNAMICS.
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SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
CONCEPT #2: The Pendulum Principle

I’ll talk in detail about it later, but to get us started, The Pendulum Principle is this: In just about
everything there is a perpetual swing back and forth. No matter what you observe, there is a motion
created from desire and emotion that exists all around us, in us, and through us. There is a rise and

fall, a pressure and release, a daybreak and nightfall, a coming and going, or an expansion and
contraction. It is a powerful pendulum swing that’s inherent in practically everything throughout our
world and beyond. It happens with the ocean and its tides, with the weather, with our bodies, with the
stock market, with consumer trends, with fashions, with relationships, and just about eve rything. So m e t i m e s
that pendulum swing takes minutes to occur, sometimes days, sometimes years, and sometimes eons. 

When you become aware of this sway, when you feel the flux of things, when you connect with the
m ovement (with its pace and length), you will be on the road to true foresight, contentment,
enchantment, and achieve m e n t .

SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
EXERCISE #1: The Pendulum in Everything

As you go about your day, notice how many things around you, in the news, at the office,
among the people you know, and in nature are part and parcel to The Pendulum Principle.
Even think about history in this way, be it the history of a country or the history of a

product, or just the history of, let’s say, a sport. For instance, in American football when the defenses get
too good and the games are low scoring, the rules committee will convene during the off-season and
change the rules to loosen things up for the offenses. Then after a number of years, when the games are
getting too unwieldy with scoring, they tend to make some changes to give the defenses more freedom to
contain the offenses. This pendulum swing in that sport has gone on for years. The swing, whether it’s
rapid or gradual, is inherent in so many things around you, and for now just observe and see if you can
witness this principle. Take a few notes on this, and we’ll talk in detail about it in the next session.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________



SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
EXERCISE #2: Walking Anticipation

Here is a quick, simple, fun exercise to bring your mind to a place of wonderment and
exploration: Take a walk through the business district of your town. When you are
approaching a street and you see someone ahead of you nearing the curb, anticipate which

way they will go. Try to predict whether they will turn left, right, or go straight.

I do this all the time with about an 80% accuracy. I want you to do this at least a few times. You’ll be
amazed how often you’ll be right. But even if you aren’t right, your accuracy (for this and other kinds of
anticipation) will improve after learning the concepts of MIND DYNAMICS.

SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
EXERCISE #3: Walking Influence

Here is another simple exercise: Take another walk through town. When someone is behind you
(not too close, but 6 to 12 steps behind you), suddenly veer from your straight line as if you
are avoiding a bad piece of sidewalk or some scum on the pavement, gingerly stepping around

the spot before continuing the straight path you were on. More often than not, the person behind you
will do the same. It’s hysterical. And they will do it even though the sidewalk is perfectly fine. Why?
Believe it or not, you and I would do the same a lot of the time if the person in front of us were pulling
this prank. Well, this is really not a prank; it’s a point I want to show.

There are several possible reasons why this works. One is because most minds follow rather than lead,
especially when people walk around semi-consciously as we often do. The second reason is that many of
us have the power to influence the minds of others, and MIND DYNAMICS will show you more about
positively influencing others as we continue.

SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
EXERCISE #4: Beach Influence

Similar to the sidewalk exercise, go to the beach early in the day when the sand is still smooth and
uncluttered with footprints. Walk from a point where people generally first step on the sand and
continue walking down to the shoreline, but every once in a while take a circuitous path, or a jog

to the left or right. Not too often, just a few times as you walk to the shore. Then find a place to sit, soak
in the sun, read a book, whatever, but as time passes, also watch other people who enter the sand at the
same spot and watch how many of them follow in your footsteps.

You can also do this on a bed of freshly fallen snow. Just leave the swimsuit at home. 
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SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
CONCEPT #3: The Inner Information Superhighway of the Mind

What I’ve discovered (from studying people in all walks of life, especially people who’ve
achieved great things) is that although the conscious mind is everything we are aware of,
the subconscious mind is a lot more than just thoughts and knowledge that are not

consciously perceived. It is a magical, fantastic and powerful place because it can be literally fed your
greatest wishes and goals, and if fed properly, this magical place will go to work to help make these wishes
and goals happen. And even more, it will go to work to send creative ideas up to your conscious thoughts
as to how to make the wishes and goals happen.

In other words, when we utilize this powerful mental information high-speed superhighway to
“download” our wishes into our subconscious minds, we vastly increase our ability to make those wishes
occur than if we just consciously think about the wishes. What I found is that there is a huge difference
between consciously wishing for something and subconsciously wishing for something. 

SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
EXERCISE #5: The I Am/We Are Lists

Here is a concept I want you to keep in mind. At one of the most spiritual and magical places
on earth, a seat of western civilization, the temple of Apollo at Delphi, a Greek philosopher
inscribed two simple words: “Know thyself.” This modest, unadorned phrase is the starting

point for attaining aspirations. It represents a seemingly easy task, but in reality it is the most difficult
thing to accomplish. How do you truly do it? How do you really know what lies within? If you actually
“know thyself,” an essential step has been taken toward the goal of a successful, satisfied life. The thoughts
and tools in MIND DYNAMICS will help in this exploration. 

Without overly thinking, write seven answers that complete this sentence about yourself:

I am ________________________________________________.

I am ________________________________________________.

I am ________________________________________________.

I am ________________________________________________.

I am ________________________________________________.

I am ________________________________________________.

I am ________________________________________________.



This may sound a bit silly, or somewhat like a trite psychological exercise, but within a few sessions of
MIND DYNAMICS you will see where I am going with this. Just quickly fill in the blank seven times.
For instance, fill in words or phrases like “a fast eater, a caring mother, an accountant, an observer, a tired
person in the morning, a fantastic pool player, an avid reader, a slob, a perfectionist, a responsible person,
a procrastinator, a good joke teller, grumpy, handsome.” Whatever, write seven things.

Step outside yo u r s e l f, look at you, be honest, write fairly quickly, and also don’t worry if yo u’re writing
in eve rything about yourself because seven things should cover a good portion of who you are. Fo r
m y s e l f, I do this exe rcise at least eve ry six months because eve ry six moths I re - i n vent myself or at least
some part of myself.

Likewise, in these fast-paced times, I am a proponent that a business should also re-invent itself, or some
part of itself, every six months. Businesses and individuals must consciously re-invent, re-organize, re-
establish, re-vamp, re-new themselves in some way at least every six months in order to be vital and
effective. It means every six months there should be a short period of evaluation. 

So for your business, whether you own the business or you are an employee, also fill in the following
blank seven times:

We are _______________________________________________.

We are _______________________________________________.

We are _______________________________________________.

We are _______________________________________________.

We are _______________________________________________.

We are _______________________________________________.

We are _______________________________________________.

As an employee, it is equally important for you to fill in this blank. You must see the truth about what
your company is and what it does and what it represents. Only in that way can you start your creativity to
help the company grow by bringing in your ideas and insights and foresights. It is the key to advancement
up the company ranks. And yes, we will talk more about this in a later session.

One more thing. Don’t over-evaluate. Some individuals and some companies spend their entire existence
looking inward, and that’s just as ineffective as not looking inward at all. (This too is a principle of MIND
DYNAMICS, and it’s called Moderation Dynamics. We will explore Moderation Dynamics further during
a later session.) So to re-cap, fill in the blank on both of those sentences, seven times each. Do it fairly
quickly and candidly, and put it aside for a while. We’ll come back to your answers later in the program.
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SESSION I: To a Place Far, Far Within 
CONCEPT #4: The Irony of Greatness

Ironically, it seems the moment you decide not to impress anyone but yourself is the moment the
road to greatness begins. It is the moment you begin to make some discernable difference in the
world and for your family. It is the inauguration of genius. It is the start of an honest, creative,

meaningful, and magical life.

True independence begets enchantment, strength, beauty, and art. True self-reliance brings tranquility to
the heart. This confidence, when sustained, takes us to our dreams and the fulfillment of our wishes. It
also engenders love, the kind of acceptance we seek most, yet usually fail to re c e i ve when we aim to
please with hopes of re c i p rocation, indulgently intent on adoration, rather than purely giving without
condition. But truth, confidence, and sense of self actually bring others close to us because now they see
and know who we really are .

SESSION II: Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality
CONCEPT #5: The Matter of Desire

The comedian/actor/painter Jonathan Winters once said, “I couldn’t wait for success, so I went
ahead without it.” All achievement begins with desire. If you don’t desire it, it probably won’t
happen. Everything you see in the world, all the things and even all the children, began with

desire. And desire often begins with necessity.

Desire, desire, desire. Necessity breeds desire, and desire breeds invention. Necessity and desire are the
mother and father of magical results.

Even the beginning of our universe began with desire. 

Think about and consider this important concept: Desire is the thing in all matter that
creates new matter. Desire may be the smallest particle of all, smaller than an atom, smaller than a
quark, yet it has the largest results. It is the end point of infinity, and it is the beginning of infinity. Like
the mind, it cannot be seen, but it is there. It is the force behind all existence.

Keep this phrase of mine in mind: All matter is made by moments of desire . A n d ,
d e s i re makes a moment matter. The seeds in the ground w i l l their way through hard turf
to life. The baby robin w i l l s its way through the wall of the egg to life on earth, not to mention the
mother and father who made the fertile egg from t h e i r moments of will and desire. Necessity and
d e s i re sire success.



SESSION II: Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality
EXERCISE #6: A Wish List

Iwant you to think about what you desire more than anything else. Sit yourself in a quiet place and
decide upon the one thing for which you would yearn above everything else. You may have several
needs and wants, but for what I am about to share, you must hold one desire above all the others. So

make a list of everything you would like to see in your life, everywhere you’d like to be, everyone you’d
like to meet, the destination of your career, etc., and then, for now, choose one great yet reasonable desire
that stands above all the others.

One person I know wished for a certain salary, another for a luxury automobile, someone else for a
specific home, another for a particular job promotion, another for a loving relationship, someone else for
a trip to the Orient. A former associate of mine desired a move to a western state, while another friend’s
supreme desire was for a more fit body, and yet another person I know wanted to save enough money to
send his daughter to a very exclusive university. Notice these were all elevated desires, sometimes extremely
elevated desires, yet these were reasonable desires.

SESSION II: Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality
CONCEPT #6: Magic

What we are about to do is something that is very magical. I wish I could think of another
word because the word “magic” can mean so many disparate things, but nevertheless, this
is the most perfect, appropriate word. 

So here is what I mean by magic:

Magic is defined as making something possible that at first does not seem possible. Do not confuse this
principle with any kind of weird mystical woo-woo or with the stage magician. The tuxedoed stage
performer will snap his fingers and something will appear. It is make-believe, an illusion. Real magic
makes your desire appear, but since it is real, it rarely occurs in an instant. The great difference is that real
magic can, but does not always, transpire in the snap of a finger. Desires take weeks, months, or years to
materialize. Sending astronauts Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins, and Buzz Aldrin to the moon took a
decade; saving the bald eagle from extinction took more than a decade; and in the eighteenth century,
making democracy a reality was a monumental dream that took lives and decades to achieve. A tree isn’t
grown in a day. A seed is planted. Attention, nourishment, and time are given. Then the seed germinates,
grows, and blooms. That is true enchantment. True magic.

There have always been a few people who know this power, and now we will learn the power of
nourishing your desire so it too will blossom, thrive, and become your destiny.
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SESSION II: Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality
EXERCISE #7: The Destiny-Attainment Technique (a.k.a. The Desire-

Attainment Technique)

By now, you have thought about the one thing you yearn for, your one reasonable desire that
stands above all others. Hopefully, it stands far above and was readily apparent to you. The more
burning the desire, and the more it makes you toss and turn, and the more it is fully wanted,

the more probable its attainment. Actually, if you think about it, there are only a few basic desires in the
world. Your desire has something to do with travel, health, education, love, career, nature, or money.
These are the categories for just about every human wish, want, and need. And to reduce it even more —
love, career, and health are the overall categories for 99% of what we all desire.

Now, think of a short phrase of about 2 to 7 words that represents this one desire of yours. The shorter,
the better. That is, the more precise and to the point the better. Write it out on a small card. Several of
these are included with this program. 

Place this card aside, and now, pick up the pendulum device that is also included in this program.

It may seem unusual at first, but no matter what your initial prejudices are toward this kind of device, you
must try what I am about to describe. It takes just a few minutes to learn how to hold it and to make it
respond; then you can learn how to have it help with your goal attainment.

The pendulum device included with this program is perfectly designed and calibrated. It is just one of
s e veral tools you will employ in MIND DYNAMICS, but we’ll start with this. 

And by the way, you can also make a pendulum device on
your own with a piece of cotton sewing thread (or flexible
string) about 6 to 10 inches long. A straight hair or a thin,
flexible gold or silver chain of the same length also works
well. With a knot or a clasp, attach one end onto a ring, a
metal washer or even a key, as long as the object has some
weight to it. A gold gentleman’s wedding band is about the
right weight. Something meaningful often works best.

A pendulum device made from a string and a ring, seen held in

a proper method by the hand of the author Sidney Friedman.

(photo: Larry Dermody)



For now though, let’s use the one that’s enclosed.

Of the devices and methods designed to talk with the subconscious mind, this miraculous mechanism is
perhaps the most direct and effective with which to start. And, even more, it is a tremendous focus tool. It
is effective perhaps because it is a visualization of The Pendulum Principle we spoke of in Session I (and
which we will further explore in Session III).

In a moment you will mentally cause the pendulum to either swing back and forth in a line or to rotate in
a circle. If you’ve raised an eyebrow, bear with me on this. Keep an open mind. 

Follow these guidelines step by step.

1) Find a peaceful area with as few distractions as possible. Seat yourself in a comfortable chair with your
legs uncrossed, feet flat on the floor, and begin by holding the pendulum in what we will call the rest
position with the weighted end dangling and the free end held gently between the thumb and
forefinger as if it were a delicate treasure. Hold it a foot or so in front of you (in your right hand if
you are a righty, in your left if you are a lefty) with your body relaxed and breathing normally. Your
elbow may be resting on a table or it may be free.

2) Think this thought: “YES.” Think of the word “YES.” Think it deliberately in your mind over
and over again, then once slowly out loud, then continually in your mind again, and the pendulum
will begin to swing back and forth in a straight line. It will move on its own. 

It may move only a little at first, but IT WILL genuinely swing back and forth in a straight line.
The straight line movement will be your “YES” response. It will remain your “YES” response for

the rest of your life.
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forefinger as if it were a delicate treasure.”
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When you are doing this, do not try to actually physically
move the pendulum yourself. It will begin to move on its
own. It may happen right away or it may take a while, but
believe it or not, the pendulum will go into motion as if it
had a life of its own.

THIS IS IMPORTANT: When at first it moves only a tiny
bit, don’t stop it. Let it keep moving. And once it begins to
move just a little, allow it to swing into a larger sweep back
and forth. Keep it going back and forth. Picture the thought.
In your mind, encourage it. Back and forth, back and forth.

If for some reason nothing happens, put it aside for a few minutes, do something else, then return to it,
repeating the above instructions. Sixty-five percent of the people with whom I’ve worked find an
immediate response. About 30% must do the procedure a few times before it happens. The rest have
results within a day or two.

3) When you can do this procedure consistently, allow it to swing for a little while. Keep thinking
“YES,” then after a minute or so, clear your mind and actually will the pendulum to stop. Desire it. It
will come to a rest.

4) When you can reliably clear your mind and stop the pendulum to the rest position, then think of the
word “NO” and imagine the pendulum going around in a circle. If you have mastered “YES,” this
should come in a snap. The circular movement will always be your “NO” response.

Do these four steps for a couple of days and the reaction time of the pendulum will be quick and robust.
When this happens you are ready for the next step.

If you are having just a little bit of trouble making the pendulum move, it is important to learn to clear
your mind of all other thoughts prior to stating the question, and then to keep it clear while waiting for
the response. For a few people this is difficult, so here are some “focus” skills to assist you if needed: 

A) Put the pendulum down. In a quiet room, sit comfortably but with good posture, arms at
your side, feet flat on the floor, and your legs uncrossed; then with a long, slow inhale and
exhale, breathe twice.

Here’s an alternate method for holding the pendulum device. An inch

or two of the chain (or string) will be inside the hand, with the chain

(or string) dangling over the fingers. Most important, keep the hand

tilted slightly so the chain (or string) touches only the thumb and

forefinger, staying clear of the other fingers.

(photo: Larry Dermody)



B) Now close your eyelids and roll your eyeballs up at a very SLIGHT angle.

C) With your eyes in that position, take several more long, slow breaths.

D) Roll your eyeballs back down to their normal position, slowly open your eyes, and pick up
the pendulum with your right hand if you are a righty, with your left hand if you are a lefty.

E) Think of the pendulum as an extension of your body. Gently, hold it in the rest position
and close your eyes again rolling your eyeballs SLIGHTLY up.

F) Breathe normally and think of the question, keeping your eyelids closed for at least five full
seconds.

G) Very slowly open your eyelids. Look down at the pendulum. It may be in motion already.

You will not have to go through this focussing process every time, but in the beginning it may be crucial
in making this work. As you become more advanced it will be a dependable warm-up prior to the more
consequential uses.

Here is the next step: The Art and Science of Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality.

(Just as an aside, notice that in most programs and books, you have to wait hours for the main course.
With MIND DYNAMICS we have a lot of main courses; this most important one will be served right off
the bat.) Follow these guidelines precisely:

5) Take your card with the short phrase that represents your desire and place it on the table in front of
you. Hold the pendulum in the rest position over the card. Out loud, slowly repeat the phrase several
times. The pendulum will respond. You should receive a positive response (in other words, a back-
and-forth “Yes” response) that will verify the intensity of the desire and whether it is truly the one
thing you wish for more than anything else. 

On the other hand, if the pendulum moves in a circle, you may wish to rethink your stated desire. 

Also, consider the possibility you may be content with your position in life or you may not have a desire
great enough on which to focus. There may not be the necessity. Another more likely reason for the
negative response is that you have some fear of tapping the truth in your subconscious; you are blocking
some deeply hidden want or need. It is also possible you may not feel you deserve what you desire. You
may have to do some self-exploration with your pendulum, asking your subconscious questions to get to
the root of the reason. You may have to wait days or months or longer until some wish truly burns in
your gut. If the above is the case, do this next step:
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6) Hold the pendulum in the rest position and repeat some positive affirmations, some endorsements of
your value. Speak to yourself with confident statements, such as “I am strong,” “I am loved,” “I am a
good person,” “I am happy,” “I am open to what my heart holds,” “I am worthy of my wish,” “I am
deserving of my desire.” 

This exercise of affirmations works, and it is helpful for everyone. Employ this exercise as a vitamin for
the soul, a dose of vim and vigor for your confidence.

Now, here’s the most important part:

7) Once you have a definitive, positive response to the phrase, begin each morning by taking the card
and holding your pendulum over the phrase for 3 to 5 minutes and thinking “YES.” Think a
definitive “YES.” Watch the pendulum begin to swing back and forth, back and forth. Focus on the
pendulum. Keep thinking “YES.” Watch it swing in a greater, longer line back and forth, back and
forth, to and fro, concentrating on the phrase beneath, thinking “YES,” thinking of the phrase,
making a clear mental picture of your wish, thinking “YES” again, presenting the phrase as the
pendulum continues to swing, visualizing the mental image of your desire, always thinking “YES,
YES.” 

That’s it. When you are done, put the pendulum and card away and go about your day.

What you have just done is a process of “downloading” your wish, your desire, your goal into your
subconscious. By loading the subconscious with your desire, by pouring in your wish until the
subconscious is filled to the brim, the subconscious will go to work to make it a reality. The subconscious
is extremely receptive to positive propositions. In the beginning, you will have no inkling as to how the
results are to happen. Just leave it to the subconscious. Doors will begin to open and new avenues will
appear. But even more, ideas will come to you as to how to get to your destination. Write these ideas
down immediately. Always carry a notepad or some type of planner with you. Write down everything that
pops into your mind. And follow-up on these notions.

Another good time to do this exercise is prior to bedtime. Most important, do it in private. Do not share
your desire with anyone else. Keep it to yourself. The more you tell, the more the forces at work are
dissipated. The less you guard your desire, the more you lose your bond with the subconscious. You don’t
have to inform anyone. Others will see the difference in you; your progress will be obvious.

8) In addition (and this is SO important), write the phrase in a number of places. Write it on a small
piece of paper and put it in your wallet or purse. Write it in your date book under Monday of each
week. Write it on a slip of paper and put it in your sock drawer. Write it on a business card and use it
as a book mark for a book you are reading. Put this phrase in at least four or five frequented places.
Post-It Notes™ are good for this, too. As you have undoubtedly surmised, by seeing the desire at
various times during each day, you will help to embed this conscious thought into your subconscious.
You are continually feeding and reminding your subconscious. 



A remarkable outcome from the daily use of this exercise is the resulting detachment it gives you from the
future and from the past. This freedom is necessary to achieve an ambition. During those 3 to 5 minutes
of the exercise (and for those moments when you come across those little notes) you will be completely
attached to the goal, to the outcome, to the potential of the future; but for the rest of the day, you will be
detached from the future, disengaged from the goal, and you will confidently exist solely in the present
moment and the work at hand. What is more, you will be full of energy but you will not be tense. Your
focus on the tasks at hand will be strong and determined, but you will not have anxiety.

This exercise helps to relinquish worry and fear, yet it provides calm determination. Tension, anxiety,
worry, and fear all get in the way of the natural forces that work to make a desire a reality; and by
eliminating them, by detaching all the tomorrows from today, and by detaching all the yesterdays from
today, this exercise allows you to effortlessly proceed. It allows you to be absorbed in the moment, to even
lose awareness of time, and it allows the future to take care of itself.

When we consciously think of a wish or a goal, when we are consciously wanting it to happen, it tends
to make us tense and anxious, and thus it puts up a wall, so to speak, inhibiting those things fro m
coming to us. Plus, that anxious desire tends to inhibit our cre a t i v i t y, and creativity is the means to
attainment. BU T, when we transfer that desire into our subconscious being like we are doing with this
e xe rcise, then our conscious mind is clear and free and re l a xed, thus allowing no barriers for those desire s
to tangibly enter our lives. Plus, even though the goals are not in our conscious thoughts, our
subconscious minds are working on the problem by doing two things: 1) Sending signals about those
wishes out into the world, which will allow and cause those things to eventually come back to us
c reating opportunities, and 2) Sending up signals to our conscious thoughts with creative ideas as to how
to achieve those wishes. (We will give extensive details on heightening your creativity in a later session.)

Here is another reason why The Desire-Attainment Technique works: It keeps the wish present. It keeps it
vital. I heed to Benjamin Franklin’s insight. He said it best when he stated, “Genius is the ability to hold
one’s vision steady until it becomes a reality.”

That’s exactly what you are doing here. You are holding your vision steady, keeping it constant.

Here’s another way to look at it. Think about New Year’s Eve. We all make resolutions for things we wish
to achieve in the coming year. The new year begins and we’re focused and motivated toward those goals,
but then, a few weeks later, we’re usually right back to where we started.

NOT SO WITH THE DESTINY-ATTAINMENT TECHNIQUE. 

With the science presented here, some progress will be seen almost immediately, but full materialization
of the desire takes its time. It is a road, an adventure. Revel in the journey! Revere the moment! Expand
each moment! Climb through the moment! Praise yourself for each step forward! Picture the destination
each day! Believe in the power deep within you, the power of the invisible!
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SESSION II: Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality
CONCEPT #7: Marketing Made Easy

Here is a very important concept: Another way to look at The Destiny-Attainment Technique
(a.k.a. The Desire-Attainment Technique) is to consider what the advertising and marketing
firms do for the products they represent. They are continually presenting images and phrases

over and over again until the product, its uses, its benefits, its ability to solve a problem, and its ability to
bring gratification are ingrained in our subconscious. We are not always thinking about soap, but if the
marketing of a soap product is successful, the advertised impressions and concepts lying dormant in our
subconscious now come to the fore with a feeling of familiarity and comfort when we see that particular
soap brand on the shelf, and thus we are more compelled to buy it.

In a similar way, this desire-attainment technique is accomplishing the same feat. You are “marketing”
your desire and its fulfillment to yourself. You are continually feeding your subconscious with your goal.
You are making the aspiration a part of all of you. The work required to achieve the desire will become
habit, it may become almost effortless, the ideas will evolve, and the desire will be fact. 

SESSION II: Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality
CONCEPT #8: Imagine the Change

At some point in this process, you must also picture the desire in your mind as if it is already achieved.
Imagine yourself in the position of successfully attaining the particular desire. Imagine it in as much detail
as possible. Imagine your state of mind. Imagine everything about yourself and your surroundings. Even
imagine the elation and pride of reaching the plateau. 

REMEMBER THIS PHRASE: If you can imagine the change without it seeming
strange, then the change will exchange with the present.

The great Martin Luther King, Jr. employed the same techniques to help others realize his dream of racial
equality. Perceptions, actions, and laws were different until there appeared this man of great conviction
and belief in the idea of equality; a man who also had the great ability to feed the collective subconscious
of the country with these just principles; a man who with the great force of his words and elocution
impelled thousands of people from all races and creeds to nonviolently march and chant with him for
long-overdue change in the society. “We shall overcome” and “I have a dream” are just two of the phrases
and images that sold his ideas. And, in almost every speech, King would tell people to IMAGINE the day
when ALL people are “judged not by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.” Part of
his magic was to continually feed his audience with the end result, the attained dream, the fulfilled wish.
Many people had been beaten and kicked for years. Many people had given up. Many people were in a
mindset that the way it is is the way it should be, and there was nothing they could do about it. Yet, by



repeating key phrases, and by repeatedly petitioning people to see the future of freedom and to feel what
it would be like to be “free at last,” by employing this technique, the dream (or at least a significant part
of the dream) was made a reality.

Imagine the change without it seeming strange. Imagine it so it becomes familiar. And then, pretty
soon, you won’t wait for success; you will go ahead without it.

SESSION II: Making Your Desired Destiny a Reality
CONCEPT #9: Seeing the Future

Is the future predictable? Can anyone see the future? Is it possible to know what’s ahead for the
world or for an individual? At every point in time, the future is uncertain. At every moment, the
future is a mystery. No psychic, no futurist, no scientist, nor any kind of prognosticator can predict

with absolute precision any of the next moments. That is the way it is, and it is the way it should be.
Everyone wants to know, yet because we can’t, there really should be nothing frustrating about it. What
will happen exactly where, when, and how is a necessary mystery.

Why? 

If certainty were a fact, there would be no beauty, there would be no enchantment. 
That is a law of our universe.

I’ll explain further.

If certainty were a fact, there would be no desire. With no desire, there would be no need for creativity.
And with no creation, we and everything would not exist. Desire being the smallest particle of matter, if it
weren’t there then there wouldn’t be the force of creativity to create matter, there wouldn’t be us, and for
that matter, there wouldn’t be anything that mattered.

On the other hand (and this is the exciting part), while you cannot see the fine details of what is to come,
there does exist the ability to receive impressions of future potentials. Another way to look at it is this:
While we cannot see every detail of what’s to come, the curtain can part ever-so-slightly on the stage of
the future, allowing glimpses of what’s ahead.
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SESSIONS III & IV: Awakening Your Genius
CONCEPT #10: Three Keys to Becoming a Future Seer

You c a n become what I call a future seer! You c a n become what I call a future maker!
He re’s the beginning of how to do it. To accomplish this skill, there are several initial
things I will show yo u :

1) How to extinguish almost all fears and hesitations about tomorrow and the following moments.
( Re m e m b e r, I said “almost all fears.” A certain amount of fear, a tinge of fear, is actually useful. T h i s
is quite re m oved from horro r, panic, fright, or dread. Those are the things we want to eliminate, ye t
at the same time, it is good to maintain a kind of re ve rence and even an awe for the future. It’s
similar to when a performer enters the stage. He does not want to be nervous, yet he still wants his
a d renaline pumping.) 

2) Through the subconscious, how to develop an intuitive feel for what is to come. 

3) With the conscious, how to comprehend the future consequence of the present circumstance. 

SESSIONS III & IV: Awakening Your Genius
CONCEPT #11: Action Negates Fear

Remember this: Action negates fear. This is a guiding principle that DYNAMICALLY affects
the mind and its ability to overcome fear. Once again, ACTION NEGATES FEAR.

Think of the Navy and the training of its new recruits. If one is to be part of this division of the armed
services, of course one must know how to swim. The non-swimmers are immediately put into classes, and
believe it or not, some of these young, very rugged individuals are actually terrified of the water. One of
the exercises requires a jump into the water from a six-foot-high diving board (with some expert
swimmers standing by the ten-foot-deep pool if needed). If you watch this exercise, you will witness real
fear, but you will also realize that only six feet of air must be traversed in order to defeat the fear. Some of
these recruits have to be “pushed,” but once they jump in the water, the fear disappears. Action negates
fear. Action cures fear. And repetition of that action leads to remedying fear.

Here’s an example of this concept. I learn a lot by watching animals, and when my dog Winston was
young had a fear of thunderstorms and lightning, as do many animals. An animal (even the human
animal) tends to fear what they cannot control (like weather occurrences), and too, they have an innate
sense of potential danger. Now, we live in a very solid house, but that didn’t make any difference for
Winston when the weather got fierce. And to be sure, Winston is more of what one would call an ALPHA
dog. He likes to be the king and although he has a very sweet sensitive side that he exposes to those he



knows, when he’s in public he puts on a tough and erect exterior and stance. But when the thunder and
lightning comes, he is shaking and nestling himself right into my side looking for protection. I jokingly
say to him, “Now Winston, you’re supposed to protect me! Are we reversing roles? What’s going on here?”
Well, I would sit with him, rub him, and assure him that everything would be fine. We’d have maybe 2 or
3 of these violent storms a year, and one thing I noticed is that by the time he was about four years old,
after perhaps a total of 8 or 10 of these storms over those years, he was not frightened anymore. He had a
little bit of concern on his face, but he wasn’t frightened or shaking, nor was he looking to hide. T h ro u g h
the repeated action of living through the storms safely, he negated the majority of his fear.

SESSIONS III & IV: Awakening Your Genius
CONCEPT #12: An Intuitive Feel

Here is a key component of having an intuitive feel for what is to come: A future seer and a
future maker must understand the principle of the pendulum. As we discussed earlier in
this book, it is the principle of nature’s to and fro, the swing and sway of things such as tides,

seasons, barometric pressure, and similarly, interest rates, inflation trends, clothing fashions, architectural
styles, music preferences, consumer needs, and political ideologies. Knowing the precise pace and knowing
the exact extremity of the swing are two difficult but not completely impossible feats; awareness of this
principle, keeping it part of your conscious knowledge, working with the pendulum, will eventually allow
you to develop a fair amount of intuition as to when and how things will shift and change. Later, in a
session titled Knowing, Seeing and Sensing, you will do more steps with the pendulum device that will
merge you even closer to this principle inherent in practically all of existence.

SESSIONS III & IV: Awakening Your Genius
EXERCISE #8: Brainstorming with the F.I.S.H.

The key to successful brainstorming (or idea generation) is simple, but environments in families
and organizations must be conducive for administering this key.

What I am about to present to you is inspired in part from Nobel Prize-winning scientist Linus Pauling’s
response to a question posed to him during an interview. He was asked, “How do you come up with great
ideas?” Pauling responded, “You obtain great ideas by having lots of ideas, and then you must have the
power of discernment.”

If you study the sketchbooks of Ludwig van Beethoven, you would surmise his response to that question
would be similar. Beethoven would write a phrase of music and cross it out, then he would write another
phrase of music, cross it out, write another, cross it out, over and over until he found the solution.
Sometimes he would pen dozens upon dozens of ideas until he found the answer. His Seventh Symphony
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is a masterpiece, every moment seeming inevitable, thus it may sound like it was written effortlessly, but
like most of his music, it did not gush out of him in one fell swoop. He achieved his perfection by writing
out many ideas until one had a logic and felt right.

THIS IS IMPORTANT: Deep inside, most everyone has an abundance of ideas, but most everyone
subconsciously judges, critiques, and discounts them so that very few or none are consciously realized and
verbalized. How often have you seen someone else’s creativity and said, “Why didn’t I think of that?” You
and many others probably did think of it, but deep down it was judged and edited so much so, it never
came into conscious being.

Subconscious thoughts and impulses that never come to the forefront are often held back because of fear
— fear of judgement, fear of failure, fear of ridicule, fear of work, and even fear of success. The following
endeavor will help remove this prohibition. It is called The F.I.S.H. Session. F.I.S.H. stands for
Fantastic Idea Shower Hour.

This exercise works well with a team of 4 to 12 people, but it is equally effective for an
individual. It may seem trite; at first it may seem ludicrous; but on a regular basis you will
conduct F.I.S.H. (Fantastic Idea Shower Hour) sessions. Go into a room, put a sign on the
outside of the door that says “GONE FISHING,” close the door, and IMMEDIATELY start.
State a problem that requires a solution. Each participant must begin speaking with the
exclamation, “I’ve got it! This is it!” Then the participant must bellow out an idea, and most
important, each of the other participants must then IMMEDIATELY exclaim, “That’s
brilliant!” or “Fantastic idea!” or “That’s outstanding!” or whatever comes to mind, as long as
the response is blatantly positive and affirmative. One of the people is assigned as a note-taker
who records every idea from everyone. Only record each idea; do not attach a participant’s
name to it.

Don’t ponder! Hardly think before you speak. WHEN ONE OVERLY CONTEMPLATES,
ONE TENDS TO CONCENTRATE ON THINGS AS THEY ARE, RATHER THAN AS
THEY CAN BE. Each participant should barge in whenever they can with the phrase, “I’ve
got it! This is it!” then exclaim whatever solution comes to mind.

During this SHOWER of ideas, every idea is a great idea. Every thought is superb. Every
concept is magnificent. And of course, in response, the word “no” is not allowed. 

Most likely, people will spew out their thoughts rapidly and continually, but if not, do not be ave r s e
to silence. Silence is fine. If there is a lull, let it be so until someone utters another thought.

The concept here is to create a stream-of-conscious thought shower, or, if extremely successful,
a stream-of-subconscious idea deluge.

The session should last at least fifteen minutes; thirty to sixty is the norm, but often these
sessions successfully go on for hours. Set an allotted amount of time and when the session is



finished, save the notes, leave the room, take the sign down, and go on with your other work.
Re t u rn to the same room the next day with the same team to review the notes. Go through all
of the ideas, giving each one complete consideration. Ideas that would have seemed
p re p o s t e rous the previous day, and ideas that never would have been spoken without the
p o s i t i ve parameters of this exe rcise, may now seem exe m p l a ry and valuable. With each idea ask,
“What if?” Ask, “Why not?” The ideas generated through faithful use of this exe rcise will
astound yo u .

To execute this exercise as an individual, follow the same procedure remembering that, on the first day,
every idea is praiseworthy, so you must verbally laud yourself. In short, always retain Pauling’s statement
regarding lots of ideas and the ability to discern. Always think of Beethoven and his compositional
process. Always bring the thoughts out of your mind BEFORE you edit them.

SESSIONS III & IV: Awakening Your Genius
EXERCISE #9: The Laurel Wreath Exercise

Speaking of Beethoven, the future seer and the future maker should intently study art creation. Just
as participation in a sport hones teamwork skills and a work ethic that can be applied in other
aspects of life, the act of attempting to create a work of art develops the imagination and gives

one a comprehension of the process of creativity. You must start with an empty canvas, an empty stack of
music paper or a lump of clay to know what it takes to create something from nothing. You may not be
good at it, but one should know the universe when it is void, and one should know the universe when
you are responsible for filling it.

One way to study creation is to do what I call The Laurel Wreath Exercise. It is a comparison exercise. It
is an exercise in comparing and contrasting two or more similar things. We all do this when we go to the
fruit stand. We hold up several apples, look at them, feel them, maybe smell them, and then choose one
to buy. We do this in the morning when we open our closet and select a shirt. But we’re quite familiar
with apples and shirts; we’ve already developed an aesthetic for what apples we like and for which shirt we
would want to wear on a particular day.

What I want you to do now is to select (or so to speak, place a Laurel Wreath around) one
thing among several similar things for which you are not so familiar and with which you may
not have too much experience or invo l vement, like the piece of music I am about to play for
you. It is a short piece by the composer Johann Sebastian Bach. I will play it three times with
t h ree different interpretations. Select the interpretation you like the best, and say why yo u
selected it. You may listen to each of these renditions over and over if you wish before making
your choice, or you can listen just once through, as long as you have clear reasons as to why yo u
selected one over the others. T h e re is no right answer for this exe rcise. You may even like seve r a l
of these perf o rmances for different reasons. You may like none of them. So, listen and enjoy.

[Editor’s note: The three renditions of Bach’s Invention in D Minor are performed on the recording by the creator of MIND
DYNAMICS, Sidney Friedman.]
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SESSIONS III & IV: Awakening Your Genius
EXERCISE #10: The Laurel Wreath Exercise (part 2)

This is kind of interesting. Here are two photographs with which to perform the Laurel Wreath
Exercise. They are both the same, yet in many studies a majority of people find one of these
faces more appealing than the other. Choose one. (Again, there is no right answer.)

Also, choose which one of these two faces of a man seems to attract you more.



Actually, there is a difference between the photos of each set. One of the men and one of the women have
slightly enlarged pupils. For some reason, a majority of people seem to be attracted more to the faces with
this oh-so-slight difference of larger pupils. I am not totally convinced that pupils affect attraction, but it’s
something interesting to consider. There is even a cosmetic substance called “Bella donna” that women in
c e rtain cultures once used to enlarge their pupils because they believed large pupils attracted men. 

Regardless of these claims, the main point here is that your conscious mind can be affected by the ability
of the subconscious mind to “pick up” extremely subtle differences in things.

SESSIONS III & IV: Awakening Your Genius
CONCEPT #13: Knowledge and Innocence are Bliss

If you truly wish to improve upon your ability to foretell the future and to create solutions for the
future, here is another vital concept:

Knowledge is power, AND lack of knowledge is power.

Another way I like to put it is that both knowledge and innocence are bliss.

K n owledge is powe r, but knowledge without maintaining a child-like state of wonder can paralyze pro g re s s .

Know a lot, learn as much as you can, but don’t ever be an expert. Strive to always maintain a sense of
innocent wonder with a subject, no matter how much you know about it. Also, keep this in mind: 

If you wish to see ahead, you MUST question the substance of the world as it is so you can imagine it
as it can be.
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SESSION V: Creativity and the Meaning of Existence
CONCEPT #14: Returning the Gift

Do unto the world as was done for us. Act as Godly as we possibly can. Imitate God as
best we can. We as humans, with our gift of intelligence, have the ability to imagine, to
s o l ve, and to conceive. 

The lesson may be to think always in terms of creation. It does not matter so much whether you create a
piece of needlepoint or a law to improve the community. It does not matter whether you create a finger
painting or a garden of vegetables. It matters not whether you create a simple poem or a solution to a
problem at your place of work. Whether your creation is a warm, loving home or a child to raise in that
home, all responsible creations are acts of reciprocation, deeds of thanks for our own being. 

As it turns out, they are also the greatest source of fulfillment, and they are the main means tow a rd
i m m o rt a l i t y, tow a rd leaving a lasting memory of our hour on earth, tow a rd making our life extend
b e yond our life.

I ask you to do the following:

Perpetually think in terms of creation. If you are not creating, you should be admiring creation. If you are
not admiring creation, you should be taking time to contemplate what needs a little recreating, a little
fixing, and what can be made better in the world, beyond the globe, in your life and in your work.
Creative people are the successful people, the enlightened ones.

Think eternally in terms of creation, invention, and discovery. Break the barrier of mortality. Then,
through life you will have energy, vitality, and meaning. And at the end of life, miraculously, you will die
without dying. Bodies die, but creation always grows.

SESSION V: Creativity and the Meaning of Existence
CONCEPT #15: The Non-Expert Leader

Inaccurate assessments by “experts” can be summed up by Albert Einstein who once said, “Great
spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds.”

It’s the irony of someone who thinks he’s the expert; the fact he thinks he’s the expert makes him mediocre .

So, the genius mind knows a lot, learns as much as he or she can, but does not presume the mantel of
expert. The genius mind always strives to maintain innocence and wonder with a subject, no matter how
much he knows about the subject.



The leaders who are most successful have an open, relaxed, respectful dialogue with their employees. It is
so open that these leaders rarely talk. They just ask questions. They ask advice. And for most of the
conversation, they are just listening. And their listening is done with great intent. 

The result is twofold: With the information he has comprehensively heard and considered, the leader is
now better equipped to make his decisions, AND the employee (because his thoughts were sincerely
heard) feels empowered, valued, and energized to work with great care and passion for his.

This leadership approach is so simple, but it’s so rare. It’s the leadership approach of NOT being an expert.

SESSION V: Creativity and the Meaning of Existence
EXERCISE #11: An Important Source of Creativity

You’ve learned a number of ways and insights as to how to think and exist creatively, but here’s
one more:

Look at things that don’t work!

That’s right. Look at other people’s failures. Study and observe other business’ flops. Examine ideas that
didn’t quite make it. 

Remember, I said in order to see the state of the forest, the outsider is often the one who sees the forest
from the trees. Well, you are now the outsider looking at other people’s misfired creations and you most
likely will be able to see why.
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SESSION V: Creativity and the Meaning of Existence
EXERCISE #12: The Eyes-Closed Exercise

Here is a key concept: 

The more moments we savor, the more powerful we become. 

The more we taste, hear, smell, feel and see, the more vital and dynamic we become. Life then stretches a
little further toward eternity.

Occasionally, the sense of sight may be the exception. We see enough already. For most, no matter how
acute or diminished, sight actually seems to dull the other senses. It influences us too much, so much so,
it often overrides our other faculties. We aren’t true to them.

I want you to try this next ve ry simple task. It’s something you should do when you are eating some
really great food!

First, say to yourself, “I want to truly taste, not just merely eat.”

Then, CLOSE YOUR EYES. As a bite of food enters your lips, keep them closed. Roll the
food around your tongue. Feel the texture, then slowly chew. Keep your eyes closed and taste,
taste, taste. Swallow with ease, then taste the aftertaste. Smell the lingering aroma. Hear your
satisfied breath. Clear your palate with water and revel in the memory!

When you close your eyes the other senses become more alert. The more alert the senses, the more you
savor. The more you savor, the more you live.

Do this when listening to a piece of music. CLOSE YOUR EYES. Do this in the middle of the day, no
matter where you’re at, and just listen to the sounds around you. CLOSE YOUR EYES. Do this when
you are holding someone’s hand, and feel the texture of their hand and the energy of their being. CLOSE
YOUR EYES. (Don’t do this when you’re driving!)

The principle here is that the more you activate the other four senses (without sight), the more you
activate your sensitivity; and the more you activate your sensitivity, the more you activate the means
within you for creativity.

There are several sub-benefits to this exercise, too.

Philosopher Joseph Campbell says, “We are the earth,” and by enlivening all your senses you will become
more closely a part of this planet and everything that was created on it and in it, and by doing so you will
develop a greater connection with the world and its needs, and by doing that, you will develop an even
greater sense of the future.



SESSION VI: Knowing, Seeing and Sensing
EXERCISE #13: “Uploading” Subconscious Knowledge

Most of this session will employ the pendulum device we used in Session II. As I mentioned
earlier, the use of the pendulum device may be completely foreign to a few of you. So for
those who may look at it as a kind of gimmick or strange lucky charm, let me say that if

you have some of those feelings and thoughts, or some doubts, understand three things:

First, it works, and it has worked time and again for thousands of people.

Second, if you question its effectiveness, that’s good. As we have discussed in another session, questioning
is a part of every genius mind. And, when you question, you have a curiosity. And when you are curious,
your mind is open and unlocked. And that’s the perfect state to have, the perfect place to be, for what we
are about to do.

And most important, look at the pendulum as a visual representation of a force in nature. Remember the
list we made back in Session I? In just about everything, there is a perpetual swing, just like a pendulum,
back and forth. There is a motion created from desire and emotion, a rise and fall, a pressure and release,
a daybreak and nightfall, a coming and going, an expansion and contraction, a powerful pendulum
inherent in practically everything throughout our world and beyond.

When you use the pendulum device to connect with The Pendulum Principle, the shifts in nature,
business and relationships become apparent. Truths become evident. Secrets are revealed. Moments matter.
The time between beginnings and endings expands. A special kind of magic happens. And eventually, in
time, you will put the pendulum aside and you will go about life knowing all these things without any
device or tool. You’ll just know and see and sense things you never knew, saw, or sensed before!

We will go through a step-by-step process that will lead you to a point where the obtained
information is reliable. 

This first step is designed to develop your confidence and abilities in using the pendulum device for
this purpose.

Step #1: Ask questions to which you already know the answers. This may seem ridiculous,
but this exercise is extremely useful in the development of your abilities. The questions should
be simple and direct: Is my hair brown? Am I twenty-seven years old? Is the sun shining
today? Is my favorite color blue?

Find a quiet place, hold the pendulum properly in the rest position, and ask it these or similar
questions. Take time with each question. See how the pendulum responds. Remember, if the
pendulum swings back and forth (or side to side) in a straight line then the answer is YES; if
it moves in a circular pattern, then the answer is NO. Continue this process over and over
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again. If the pendulum responds quickly, strongly and correctly time after time, then you are
ready to continue on to yet another level. If not, put it aside and come back to it later.
Practice the YES/NO exercises until you have corrected any communications problems. 

We will now move into an area where the pendulum will respond to questions to which we do not
consciously know the answers. As mentioned before, while the conscious mind knows a limited amount of
information, the subconscious seems to grasp and know just about everything. 

For this next step along the path, you will need an older member of your family, someone who witnessed
your childhood.

Step #2: Get yourself comfortable, hold the pendulum in the rest position, then ask a
question about yourself for which you don’t consciously remember the answer, yet your family
member can confirm. Most likely it should be something involved with your early childhood.
“Were my first intelligible words ‘Mama’?” “Were my first intelligible words ‘Dada’?” “Did I
begin to walk at 13 months?” “Did I begin to walk at 15 months?” A member of your family
or a close family friend could probably verify the accuracy of the pendulum’s response. Do this
with at least a half-dozen questions.

Your accuracy should be somewhere at 70% or higher before continuing on to the next exercise. If your
accuracy rate is lower, go back to review steps #1 and #2 before proceeding. Sloppiness in the beginning
will hinder your progress later.

At this point it is important to mention that each of us develops certain areas of expertise with the
pendulum. Some of us are better at finding lost objects with it, some are more adept at recovering
memories, some are proficient with it for decision making, some for understanding the thoughts and
actions of others. For all, it makes us more sensitive to our instincts and helps us to act upon our hunches
and true desires. It can help to confirm ideas when problem solving. The important thing for now is not
to worry so much about total accuracy, as long as the greater majority of responses are correct.

Step #3: Ask questions about someone else, questions to which you could not possibly
know the answers. This person, if not present, should be available to you to verify the
answers. Though I’ve had success doing it by phone, in the beginning, their presence seems to
help with the outcome. Most important, it should be someone who has positive thoughts
about what you are doing. At this point you do not need any negative forces to interfere with
your progress. For example, ask him or her, “Do you like broccoli?”, “Do you like tomatoes?”,
“Is your favorite color blue?”, “Are you wearing boxer shorts?”, “Are you wearing briefs?”,
“Was your first kiss at the age of thirteen?”, “Was your first kiss at the age of sixteen?” 

This third step should be done with a number of different people for a number of weeks. Next is an
e xe rcise people love, but it may take some time, up to nine months, before you get confirmation of
your answe r.



Step #4: Hold the pendulum two to three inches above the abdomen of a pregnant woman,
especially if she is at least two months pregnant. If the pendulum swings back and forth in a
straight line, the baby will be a boy. If it moves around in a circular pattern, paint the room
pink. The accuracy of this test is uncanny, and it works best with the woman’s own wedding
ring or her husband’s. If they already know the sex, you have instant verification. But even if
the couple has had an ultrasound, many people tell their doctors they want the baby’s sex to
be a surprise, so you will have to wait a few months, but the call you get will be very exciting.

A warning: Absolutely do not use your pendulum to answer questions about an unborn baby’s health, or
for that matter, anyone else’s health. If someone asks you about a medical matter, the answers will most
likely result in an affirmative response that everything will be all right. Why is this so? Our extreme
emotions affect the pendulum’s answer. Even if we do not know the people, most of us want a fellow
human being to be healthy and well, so much so, we cannot stay emotionally detached and a true answer
is usually impossible. Although the positive response will encourage positive thinking that will help the
person, the pendulum’s answer may keep someone from obtaining proper medical attention. I have met
only one person who is actually quite good with a pendulum for medical purposes, but since she is also a
noted surgeon, she’s the exception.

Now it is time to talk about a very important part of this kind of subconscious communication. Do not
let wishful thinking affect you.

In the early stages of subconscious awareness, it is important to understand that any question for which
you have an excessive emotional interest in the outcome (when you are caught up in the heat of what is
going on), may have a tainted answer. It is very easy to influence the pendulum with your own subjective
desire for an outcome, with your own conscious opinion, unless you wait for when you can detach
yourself just a little. Over time and with repeated use of the pendulum, you will learn how to put your
mind in “neutral” more immediately.

This next step is extremely important. It will help close down all your thoughts and needs for a certain
answer over the actual answer.

Step #5: Think through a question first prior to holding the pendulum. Keep in mind,
wherever it is these answers come from, your questions are taken very literally. Word the
question carefully, then pick up the pendulum, place it in the rest position, then adopt the
state of a child’s innocence while asking yourself, “I wonder what the answer will be? I truly
wonder what the answer will be.”

The above step must be worked on repeatedly if you are to receive true answers to the questions that
matter most. Adopting the naive state of a “child’s innocence” is the most crucial factor.

The following step lays necessary groundwork before attempting to find objects you have misplaced. 
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Step #6: Stand at one end of a room with your back practically touching the wall. Ask the
pendulum to find an object in the room for which you know the whereabouts. The pendulum
should begin to swing in the direction of the object. Draw an imaginary extension of the
pendulum’s line all the way across the room. Now stand 10 to 15 feet down the wall and ask
the pendulum the same question. The pendulum again should begin to swing. Again draw an
imaginary extension of this line across the room, and the spot of intersection with the first
line will be the location of the object. 

Do the above in several locations. You should also do it outdoors with nearby objects.

The following step requires a bit of your own absent-mindedness:

Step #7: The next time you misplace something, locate it using the intersecting line method
in exercise #6.

Also, patiently repeat this exercise dozens of times with a known object a friend hides for you, or you can
go to your friend’s home, stand in the kitchen, and determine which cabinet contains the glasses and
which drawer contains the silverware. If you have devoted the necessary attention to all of the above
exercises, and if you have executed them in sequence, in time you will have success with exercise #7. From
what I’ve seen, the delight and awe over the result causes either a yelp of excitement or stunned
speechlessness. The greatest success though, comes with things you have lost yourself because obviously
the pendulum helps to open memory banks deep in your subconscious.

Here are some important steps to remember while searching for your lost object when you’re not even sure
of its general whereabouts. Begin by asking YES/NO questions pertaining to general location, such as,
“Are my keys located someplace other than in my house? Are my keys located inside my house? Are my
keys upstairs? Are my keys downstairs? Are my keys in the dining room? Are my keys somewhere in the
kitchen?” In this manner of REDUCTION DEDUCTION you will zero in on one particular room or
area prior to employing the intersecting line procedure.

Now it is time to discuss the subject of unclear, confusing responses from the pendulum. So m e t i m e s
the pendulum will move in a straight line, then immediately start rotating in a circle, only to swing
back into a straight line. Also, once in awhile, the pendulum will have little or no movement. These are
M AYBE re s p o n s e s .

A MAYBE response means the question cannot be answered definitively, and sometimes it means that you
may be asking the wrong question. Some people ask, “Will I marry him?” when the question should be,
“Should I marry him?” Also note that you may not want to hear the answer to a question of this nature.
You may not be ready to make such a decision. It may not be the right time in the relationship. You may
wish to ask, “Is this relationship one I should explore further?”

As mentioned before, a question like this implies an extreme emotional interest on the part of the asker.
Here is another piece of useful information for queries of this type:



Step #8: For questions that you have an extreme emotional interest in the outcome, after
you receive your answer, follow it with this confirmation question: “Is this answer the
TRUTH?” When you ask this question it will be very easy to keep extraneous thoughts from
your mind and you will be focused. If the initial question is answered with a YES and the
confirmation question is answered with a NO, then the answer to the initial question is NO.
Thus, you have given your subconscious one more chance to speak the truth. 

This exercise will increase in importance with the more advanced uses of the pendulum.

Let’s suppose you are about to interview for a job.

Step #9: Pri va t e l y, the night before, hold the pendulum in the rest position but do not ask
questions. Instead, make statements. Make assertions such as the following: “I really want this
job.” Wait for the pendulum’s response, then make another statement: “This career move will
be good for me and my family.” Again, note the pendulum’s response. Other statements could
be: “I am qualified for this job,” or “This company has a healthy work environment I will
like.” You will be ve rifying whether your subconscious agrees with your conscious. Fo l l ow i n g
the interview (which of course is the time for you to find out as much about the company as
they are about you) do this exe rcise again to compare with the pre - i n t e rview re s p o n s e s .

Suppose the first assertion above is answered with a NO response. How should you analyze this answer?
Most likely it indicates you do not have the desire. The lack of desire could be the result of any one of a
number of factors, most likely relating to one of the other assertions above. Maybe deep down you do not
believe this job will be good for your family; for instance, it requires too much travel that keeps you away
from them. Maybe you have some misgivings about the company. Maybe deep down you do not feel
qualified; for instance, perhaps you have all the tools, you are qualified, but do not have the necessary
confidence, or perhaps you really are not fully equipped to handle the tasks this job requires and/or you
are not willing to learn, reach, and work for a new and higher level.

And that’s a significant part of what this connection with the subconscious mind is about — discovering
your true feelings, concerns, inklings, and tendencies that can help you make strong decisions, especially
with career choices.

In addition, the steps you’ve just done in this session have already given you greater confidence. How is
that? Think of it this way: How do you get close with someone? Usually it’s through communication. And
now, by communicating with your own subconscious, you are developing a closeness, an understanding of
who and what you are all about. And through that understanding, a greater sense of self-value and
confidence flourishes and prospers. 

So remember, with this simple device and the use of these steps you now have a very easy, direct way of
calling up to your conscious awareness all kinds of important information and key perceptions buried in
the reservoir of your subconscious mind. And as a result of this inner communication, all kinds of benefits
will be apparent. Your creativity will be magnified, your mind will be energized (just like the after-glow of
physical exercise), plus you will become more organized and productive, and you will develop an even
stronger and healthier belief in yourself.
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SESSION VII: Free-Form Subconscious Communication
EXERCISE #14: The Goblet Technique

The basic idea is to put yourself in a “meditative” state of mind, empty of all conscious thoughts,
and allow the subconscious to communicate with the conscious without asking any specific
questions. The purpose here is to allow the “hidden” parts of the mind to decide what images,

thoughts, or memories are important to know and to bring them to the fore.

You may employ this technique in two ways: to recall a memory or to come up with ideas. For each, you
will need to obtain a goblet, cup, or glass. A receptacle that is a little more unusual than the norm or has
an interesting exterior pattern is best for this purpose. An old teacup that belonged to your grandmother,
a beautiful cut crystal vase, or a special wine glass will work. Fill it with a red wine or any dark, rich liquid.

To recall a past memory, do the following:

In a quiet, comfortable, candle-lit setting with absolutely no distractions, sit yourself in the
middle of the room at an empty table covered with a white tablecloth. Place the goblet in
front of you and fill it. With good posture and with each hand gently resting on each of your
thighs, close your eyes. Slowly inhale through your nose, then slowly exhale through your
mouth. Repeat the gentle breathing pattern for several minutes, all the while clearing your
mind of all conscious thoughts as if you are exhaling them out of your body. For a moment,
open your eyes and stare down into the goblet. Continue to breathe in the same manner.
Then close your eyes again and deliberately recite 3 or 4 times out loud the following phrases:

Upon you, round cup, my vision is cast
To bring up what’s lost, a memory past;
So that the eyes and mind again see
A symbol, an image, now conscious in me. 

A few examples of receptacles

for The Goblet Technique.

(photo: Larry Dermody)



Open your eyes and gaze into the contents of the goblet. Be prepared for a surprise. An old,
forgotten memory will come into your consciousness.

To create and foster ideas and images (which are not necessarily memories), do the following:

Utilize the same procedure as above, substituting this quatrain:

Within you, round cup, my view is in place
To bring up a thought, an idea, a trace;
So that the eyes and mind start to see
Impressions and notions now open to me.

Open your eyes and gaze into the contents of the goblet. An idea, an image, some indication
will propose itself to your conscious mind. 

By description alone, it is hard to imagine the impact of this technique until you actually try it. Most
important, you must have a tranquil setting and a relaxed body. For some people listening to this, this
technique may be the most “far out” concept on this program, but the results are exceptional, especially
following a session of physical exercise and a calming bath.

SESSION VIII: The Eyes Have It — Shaping Your Destiny
EXERCISE #15: The Mirror Technique

The consequence of the following exercise will give you outstanding drive, enthusiasm,
dynamism, diligence, focus, and confidence. It will also give you the capability to trust and
believe in your instincts, aptitudes, and abilities.

Stand in front of a full-length mirror, or at least a mirror that shows you from the waist up. If
you don’t have one, get one. Face the mirror straight on and stand erect. Have both feet
planted firmly on the floor with your weight equally distributed. Lift your rib cage a couple of
inches. Your stomach will flatten. (This rib cage technique is another little secret. Never think
of pulling in your stomach. Think of raising your rib cage high. Your stomach will then go in
naturally, plus the rest of your carriage will look proud and confident.) Breathe deeply several
times until a sense of determination comes over you. Looking in the mirror into your eyes will
give you power and strength. Next, think of what you want. Think of a desire. Look directly
and deeply into your eyes. Now say what you want out loud. Tell yourself you are going to
obtain it. 

Do this exercise when you wake up in the morning. Do it before an important meeting. Do it before a
presentation. Do it prior to seeing someone special. Also, tell yourself there will be nothing standing in
your way. Tell yourself out loud that you will be an extraordinary success.
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HERE IS THE KEY TO WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT: The subconscious is fully receptive to your
statements, especially when you look it in the eye. The subconscious absorbs them until they permeate
your being, and thus you will properly handle important situations without trepidation, and you will gain
energy and confidence. 

SESSION VIII: The Eyes Have It — Shaping Your Destiny
EXERCISE #16: The Synchronicity Principle

HERE IS AN EXTREMELY IMPORTANT CONCEPT called THE SYNCHRONICITY
PRINCIPLE. Whether romance or business, synchronicity is a key to success. In fact, there
are many similarities in the actions that lead toward business partnering and the actions that

lead toward romantic partnering. Of course the intent is different, but a business person who successfully
wins the confidence of a client employs the art of synchronicity to their advantage.

For instance, upon first meeting a potential customer, a good salesperson attempts to match the
movements of the customer. If the customer leans on a table, the salesperson casually, naturally, and
simultaneously adopts the same lean. When the customer straightens and moves away from the table, the
salesperson does the action practically at the same time. The synchronicity can also occur over the
telephone by matching speech patterns. Whether in person or on the phone, effective initial engagement
of the customer involves speaking at the same pace and volume and with similar formation of speech. If
you are based in a rural area and are calling upon someone in a large city, be prepared for a faster pace of
speech. This technique is a conscious synchronicity on the part of the salesperson to affect the
subconscious of the buyer. If you believe in the content of your product and truly believe it will help the
customer, and if you are an honest individual, then the use of this persuasive synchronicity will help to
grab someone’s attention, help get them “in tune” with you, help keep their interest, and help affect them
to get beyond the fear of making a decision.

In addition to finding, understanding, and pointing out the buye r’s dissatisfaction over a problem he needs
s o l ved, in addition to clearly presenting how your product or service will solve that problem, in addition to
establishing your company’s cre d i b i l i t y, in addition to building urgency into the process, in addition to
making the buyer feel he is getting a fair and good transaction, in addition to your passion for the pro d u c t
and for what you do, and in addition to all of these basic elements of the sales process, synchronicity is a
valuable tool. It is that extra little something that helps put you over the top. It subtly works because people
buy from people who are like them. T h e re is a comfort with familiarity and similarity.

The most fascinating part of this tool is that at some point during the process the customer will begin to
move and talk in sync with you, rather than the other way around. The customer will take your lead, now
synchronizing with your gestures, matching some of your speech, and coming more into alignment with
you. It is a sign that you are communicating effectively with the customer and that they are “moving”
toward purchasing your product or service.



IMPORTANT: The information in this program about meeting and greeting is not intended as a
complete guide to sales, to networking, or to romance, but as a description of some important
psychological keys that are part of and affect our subconscious. It is a guide about how the subconscious
of both parties affects the successful outcome of these encounters. Understanding these principles will
greatly enhance your ability to fulfill your desires.

SESSION VIII: The Eyes Have It — Shaping Your Destiny
EXERCISE #17: The Silver Ring of Protection

Here is a valuable and functional mind technique that has extremely positive uses. There are
police, fire fighters, military generals, warriors throughout history, explorers, and many others
who have employed this first mechanism you are about to learn. It is a prime example of

mind power and the ability to consciously project a thought that others subconsciously pick up.

If and when you are in a potentially dangerous, threatening situation do the following: 

Imagine a ring of silver suspended around your body in a diameter of about 8 to 10 feet.
Literally, you must visualize a silvery, shiny hoop around your being, suspended a few feet
from the ground. It is a circle of safety, a ring of protection, impenetrable by danger. Imagine
it as a force, a shield. 

Of course, do not walk down dark alleys with hundred dollar bills spilling out of your pockets; do not
walk through a battle zone in an unstable part of the world; do not ask for trouble; but when you find
yourself in a potentially volatile situation, utilize this technique. Those who you intuitively feel may
h u rt you, either physically or even ve r b a l l y, will tend to be weakened. They may now fear YOU, or at
the least, they may ignore yo u .

The uncanny ability of the mind to project its thoughts is a remarkable faculty. The ability of the mind to
intuitively sense danger is equally remarkable. 
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SESSION VIII: The Eyes Have It — Shaping Your Destiny
EXERCISE #18: The Circle of Inclusion

Here is another valuable mechanism. It is the converse exercise to the previous one.

If you wish to include someone in your life, to bring them closer, to project acceptance,
imagine a ring of blue, red, or yellow encircling both you and the other person. When in their
presence, literally throw a circle of primary color around both of you.

To be clear, you cannot walk down Main Street casting these circles around everyone and expect to
befriend the world, but if judiciously employed, if saved for a few select circumstances, this tool will
effectively help in making unions and in conveying acceptance and interest.

The thoughts you project mentally about others are usually the thoughts they will return to you. The
uncanny ability of the subconscious mind to project dynamic thoughts is a remarkable faculty. On the
occasion when you have had a disagreement with someone, or on the occasion when there is tension with
someone else, sincerely project good thoughts about the person. Think of their good qualities, the things
you like, admire, and appreciate. Project these thoughts around them, whether they are present or not.
Eventually, you will be pleasantly surprised at the increased ease in resolving differences, in patching
things up, in coming to terms, or at the least, if you must part ways, in leaving with some kind of
understanding and without bitterness or bad residue.

SESSION IX: 17.5 Dynamic Maxims
CONCEPT #16: A Possible List of Dynamic Maxims

1) Pursue the work you love to do.

2) Seek the people you love to be with.

3) Find the place where you love to live.

4) Appreciate each of these discoveries.

5) Find at least one time in life to have a close,
communicative relationship with an animal.

6) Find time to help someone in need.

7) Find moments to breathe with awareness of
the fact you are breathing.

8) Concentrate.

9) Be there.

10) Talk to the elderly and truly hear their story.

11) Ask questions.

12) Touch and connect.

13) Write, write, write.

14) Find a balance of exercise, rest
and nourishment.
a) The active, fit body sustains

an alert mind. 
b) It’s not only that you rest,

but how you rest. 
c) All things in moderation. 

15) Organize.

16) Read biographies.

17+1/2) Regard, observe, and understand
real magic.



SESSION X: Using Your Body of Intuition
EXERCISE #19: Going Into Intuition

As you know, although this is not an investment-advice program, I feature some discussion on
George Soros. The points here may aid in many aspects of your life — finances, relationships,
family, business, health, and even travel. Here is the lesson in what Soros is saying. 

First, I have a couple of questions for you. Have you ever thought about someone who you haven’t
thought about in a long time, when just then, the phone rings and it’s that person? Or if you’re a parent,
have you ever had the feeling your child is up to mischief in the other room even though you have no
logical reason to think so, yet you just know it? Or in a business dealing, have you ever had the feeling
someone is not completely forthright with you?

Whether or not we are aware of it, the fact is that the great majority of us have intuitive experiences. We
get hunches about things and situations. Here and there, we use our “gut instinct.” Yes, believe it or not,
you have a so-called “sixth sense.” It’s a part of the subconscious mind that is there for you, and you have
the ability to know things without having any rationale for knowing them. Here are some ways and some
references that will help you enhance this gift, make it more reliable, and help you prosper in all areas of
your life. 

#1) First, be aware that intuition exists. Know it’s there. In our highly cerebral culture, some people
ignore its existence. Just knowing that intuition is a part of our being, part of all animals, even the
human animal, will make you more intuitive.

#2) As much as possible, understand the meaning of intuition. It is a difficult thing to precisely
define. I look at intuition as knowing something without knowing why you know it. You just know
it. I also look at it as the mental function that remains after you take away logic and emotional
attachment. You’ll understand more about what this means during step #5.

#3) Think back over your life and make a list of the experiences, moments, decisions great and small
where intuition played a role, where you had a hunch about something, where somehow in addition
to your reasoning and feelings, another mental faculty was at play. They might even be similar to the
occurrences mentioned above. Especially go back to childhood and try to recall experiences such as a
hunch about a gift you would receive for your birthday. Then go through each period of your life up
to the present. Some of your hunches may not have been completely accurate. Write those down, too.
Use as much detail as possible. Most important, note if there were any physical (or physiological)
changes in your body associated with the hunch. This documentation of the past will help you to
readily recognize and take advantage of the intuitive moments of the present.
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#4) Do the following activity. It has been around for quite some time in various forms. It may seem a
bit silly as you read this, but do it anyway. This exe rcise is extremely effective in directly accessing yo u r
i n t u i t i ve powe r. Sit somew h e re. Outside is best, but inside works, too. It could be a busy or quiet place.

Imagine a bubble encircling your head. Attempt to taste eve rything possible inside that
bubble. Taste each and eve ry part of the inside of your mouth, your lips, and the outside
of your mouth. Even taste the air around you. Take your time with this. Then, mentally
pop that bubble.

Now imagine a bigger round bubble entirely around your body with a diameter just
wider than the extension of your arms. With your sense of touch, use your hands to feel
e ve rything around you and on you. Be aware of the finest details. Even feel the air.
Then, mentally pop that bubble.

Now make a bigger bubble, one whose diameter goes 10 or 12 feet beyond you on all
sides. Smell eve rything you can. It helps to close your eyes while you do this. Attempt to
pick up even the finest particles of fragrance and odor. You may find there are seve r a l
smells. Attempt to truly distinguish between them. Gi ve yourself some time with this,
then pop the bubble again.

Make yet another bubble that extends way out there, at least a city block in eve ry
d i rection. Allow yourself to hear eve ry sound inside that bubble. Pay attention especially
to the small sounds, and be alert for the distant sounds. Gather in each of them one by
one, distinguishing between them all. Then, mentally pop this bubble, too.

Fi n a l l y, make a huge bubble that extends as far as you can see. Take in and perc e i ve
e ve ry sight. Take your time with this. Look at each color, each hue, each shape, and each
bit of motion. See it all. Then, pop the bubble.

W h a t’s left is intuition. Eve rything noticed beyond the bubbles of taste, touch, smell, hearing, and
sight is your sixth sense. You are there. If you patiently and accurately follow this pro c e d u re ,
and if you repeat the pro c e d u re several times a week, eventually (if not the first time) you will
access awareness beyond anything yo u’ve ever experienced.

#5) Do the previous exe rcise in re ve r s e . Begin with the largest bubble of sight, then work inward
to the bubble of taste. What remains will be at the core of your being, the center of yo u r
senses, your intuition.



SESSION X: Using Your Body of Intuition for Dynamic Business Results
CONCEPT #17: Getting Physical

Afew moments ago, I asked you to note and write any physiological occurrences during the
moments when you have a hunch, when you sense something without any prior intellectual
knowledge of it. You may have noticed your stomach tightening, your shoulders relaxing, a

change in your breathing, a sweaty forehead, or your heart beating faster. It is important to have a body
awareness. The amazing aspect of intuition is that throughout your entire life, something physical usually
happens when you sense something is right or wrong. When you were a child it happened, and now
through adulthood it happens. It happens when you meet someone you like, it happens when you decide
on a purchase, it happens when your child is not home on time, and it happens when someone is not
quite on the same level as you. So if you wish to add the special power of intuition to help in making
your powers of reason even more effective, do not ignore your body.

Intuition is knowing something without knowing why you know it. You just know. And you will
know a lot of things in this way when you are aware of your body. Of course, just because you have
an ache in your back tomorrow, don’t jump and take your money out of silver and put it into gold. To use
the Soros example, he analyzes the psychological, political and economic climate, then balances that
knowledge with his instincts, his sensitivities, his intuition to verify the accuracy of his logic. Or he will
do just the opposite, beginning with intuition then validating those hunches with thorough research. It’s
always a combination. 

In just about every pursuit, the most effective decisions are made when knowledge is meshed with
intuition, when the head is balanced with the heart. For the football quarterback, in the two or three
seconds for him to make a decision, he can’t overly think, yet he can’t play entirely by feel. The Joe
Montanas, the Johnny Unitases, the Dan Marinos all knew how to be in a zone where thought and
instinct were balanced as one. To make policy, the Franklin D. Roosevelts and the Winston Churchills
used thoroughly researched information together with an intuitive feel for how these decisions would
impact the future of the world many years hence. And the Dr. Jonas Salks, the Dr. Christian Barnards,
and the Dr. Elizabeth Goulds, seeking elusive solutions to cure fatal diseases, blended their best hunches
with decades of scientific precedence.

Think about what you do in both your work life and home life and how you can merge your intuition
with your knowledge. In fact, just being aware of intuition as an option will begin to increase your
intuitive skill. And being aware of your body will increase it even more. 

This is a paramount concept: The body is the barometer of the future.
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SESSION X: Using Your Body of Intuition
EXERCISE #20: The Name Game

There are some wonderful memory programs out there, especially QUANTUM MEMORY
POWER by Dominic O’Brien, and I highly recommend you explore one of these programs.
But for now, if you want to attain this useful mental ability, here is a sure-fire method of

remembering names, and therefore affecting in a positive way the conscious and subconscious minds of
those you meet. In fact, within a few days you will be retaining and using the names of everyone you
meet. Plus, when you follow and regularly employ what I am about to say, your mind will feel very
energized and dynamic, almost like when one exercises their body. But you say you have a bad memory.
No problem. This will work for you, and it is just a quick three-step process.

Step #1: When somebody tells you their name, be certain you hear it, because most of the
time the name just goes right through our mind and shoots out into who knows where .
He re’s what you do: As soon as the name is given, spell it to yourself. T h a t’s right. In yo u r
mind, actually SPELL IT OUT. Immediately spell it letter for letter. If you don’t know how
to spell it, then ask, “By the way, how do you spell your name?” Do not be bashful. I have
n e ver seen a situation where a person wasn’t impressed with this expression of interest in
their ve ry own name. If they have an unusual spelling, sometimes they are proud of it too,
because these days Ma rk might be Ma rc, Megan might be Meaghan, and Ka ren might eve n
be Ca y reaun. Spelling alone will have you re m e m b e ring many more names, but here are two
m o re steps to increase your name recall to 100%.

Step #2: Notice something unique about the person. It may be their ears or their nose or
their eyes or their height or the accent in their voice or the clothes they wear or their
vo c a b u l a ry or anything. Each person has at least one special feature. Then take in eve ry
w o rd they say during the conversation. Treat each and eve ry word and syllable as if it we re
gold. Sa vor the words. Why? Because when we listen to eve ry nuance, we begin to truly care
about what someone says; and when we truly care about what someone says, then we tend
to remember things like names.

Step #3: Du ring the conversation, in your mind make a ridiculous association with the
name. The association must be totally wacky. (Wa rning: Just keep these thoughts to
yourself.) For instance, if you meet a guy named Frank and he has large ears, think of a hot
dog (a frankfurter) sticking out of his ear. Or let’s say you meet a girl named De b o r a h
Stone, you might think of a pile of stones beneath her as she’s doing a cheer shouting,
“ Debo-rah-rah-rah!” It only takes a micro-second to think of one of those absurd
associations, and as a result, one hour later when you run into Frank and Deborah again, I
guarantee you will instantly know their names, and I guarantee they will think highly of
you for re m e m b e ring. They just won’t know those secret images bouncing around in what is
n ow that oh-so-sharp memory of yo u r s .



SESSION X: Essentialism, Oneness, Twoness, and The P.O.I.N.T. Exercise
EXERCISE #21: The P.O.I.N.T. Exercise

Here are the details of The P.O.I.N.T. Exercise: 

Peruse the past, experience the present, and sense the future simultaneously.

Recall and regard the past, focus on and absorb the present, 
and eye and anticipate the future all at the same time. 

Let me give you a few examples of when and how to do this. Let’s say you are standing in line waiting to
check out at the gro c e ry store. As yo u’re emptying the shopping cart and putting the items on the conve ye r
belt, also perc e i ve all the people, products, and things around you. Pe rc e i ve as far outside of your little re a l m
as you can. Do this without turning your head and without physically looking about. Just see. Just sense. Ju s t
p e rc e i ve. Without moving, you can see a lot with your eyes and mind, just by wanting to see a lot. 

Now at the same time, while you are emptying the groceries with simultaneous awareness of all that’s
around you, think about where you were at the very beginning of the day, how you felt, and what you
did; and then concurrently, think about the end of the day and where you will be, the feeling you hope to
have, the things you will have accomplished by then.

Or, let’s use the example of driving (which is what you may be doing right now). Be aware of all that’s
going on inside the car and outside the car. Simultaneously see as close in and as far out as you possibly
can. Then simultaneously think of something that occurred earlier, and something you anticipate will
occur at some point in the future. You can think as far back and as far forward as you wish, all the time
thinking of the current moment, too.

Also, for this exercise, use as many senses as possible. In addition to seeing all that’s near and far, also hear
what’s near and far, even smell what’s near and far. (Yes, you can smell far just as you can smell near.) For
the past, present and future, also involve taste and touch if you wish, and if it is possible.

You can do this exercise too while listening to a piece of music. In the middle of the music, think about
how the music started and where you anticipate it will end, while all the time focussing on the current
moment of the music. It’s the most amazing way to listen! 

The possibilities are endless. No matter where you are, or what you are doing or not doing, you can do
this exercise. And no matter if you’re full of energy or tired, whether you are happy, sad, angry or content,
you can do this exercise. And I ask you to do it at least twice a day for four weeks. The “simultaneity” may
be difficult at first, but each time you do it, you will feel all of these thoughts and feelings becoming more
and more concurrent. By the end of four weeks, yo u’ll be doing it without even consciously trying to do it.
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In fact, it won’t be an exercise anymore. It will just be a natural part of your way. And when it is, the
results I spoke of earlier will bring you an understanding that will be unparalleled in your life with an
activated genius and a reverberating creativity.

It is all very similar to what I said in an earlier session: 

See the future as a present. 
Understand but leave the past. 
You may have the gift of prescience, 
when today seems unsurpassed. 

As you might have guessed (or intuited), P. O . I . N . T. stands for: Past, Outside, Inside, Now, To m o r row all
c o n verging to one simultaneous POINT. And through it, you may understand the POINT of eve ry t h i n g .

SESSION XI: Essentialism, Oneness, Twoness, and The P.O.I.N.T. Exercise
CONCEPT #18: Essentialism

Specific details are on the recording, but briefly, here is what’s meant by ESSENTIALISM. I also
call it MODERATION DYNAMICS. In passing, I’ve brought it up before in this program, and
as you may have deduced by now, it’s about a kind of balance, it’s about what’s indispensable, it’s

about finding out what are essential steps in order to get you to your destination, and it’s about a kind of
order that each person must discover on his or her own, but then again, it’s also about a balance of order
with a bit of disorder, too.

Total order is usually not the ideal state for cre a t i v i t y. Like Picasso once said, “I must destroy before I
can create,” you must re a l i ze that destruction and creation go hand in hand. Be f o re you can constru c t ,
usually you must destruct some “thing,” either in whole or in part. For eve ry new way of thinking there
is an old way that dissolves. For eve ry new way of using your mind, there is an old frame of mind that
has now been re f r a m e d .

As I said, ESSENTIALISM, or MODERATION DYNAMICS, is also about balance. This balance is
what you achieved in The P.O.I.N.T. Exercise, with a balance of the past with the now, tomorrow, and
what’s going on inside and outside.

When you view all, you see the essentials. You see what’s important.

Essentialism is also about knowing what you need and knowing what you need to give.

Of course, as mentioned before, the sharing and the giving (if done freely, fully, and unconditionally) will
always bring something back to you. It could mean new knowledge, more time, or in some miraculous
instances, a monetary advance (in which case you will then give even more).



Essentialism is also thinking about your teachers. Teachers are everywhere! The trees can teach you
something; your friends, your business associates, your family, your body, your internet connection, your
classroom professors, a magazine, a photograph, a sound, even silence may all be teachers for you. Take
time to think about the insight you’ve gained from anywhere and anyone. Teachers are everywhere!

Think about them and mentally thank them; they are ESSENTIAL to your continued existence.

Essentialism is also observing simple beauty. Some things out there are beautiful with their
complicated nature (like some paintings that are beautiful in their organization of complexity), but
s t a rt noticing things that seem to have nothing extra, yet nothing less, which makes them thrive, grow,
and glow. A Mo z a rt Symphony has only the essentials. T h e re is nothing extra. The song “Over the
R a i n b ow” by Ha rold Arlen and Yip Harburgh, with its simply truthful lyrics of longing, has one of
the simplest melodies and chord pro g ressions ever created, yet it is perhaps the greatest song eve r
written. A rose in bloom is simple in format, with nothing extra, nothing less, nothing more, yet there
is something appealing about it the world ove r. A timed pass of a football to a re c e i ver who catches it
in stride is simple, basic, effective, and beautiful. The wheel is simple, and beautiful in its age-old
e f f e c t i veness and infinite uses.

The first word of a baby is usually “ma” or “da.” Simple and beautiful.

Keep a little list of simple beauty. Jot down a few of these observations here. (You probably knew I was
going to ask that of you. I have a tendency to write things out. But as I said before, if you write it out,
you get it out.) This kind of observation will affect your problem-solving abilities in that you too will
come up with simple, elegant, and beautiful solutions.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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As Albert Einstein stated:

“When the solution is simple, God is answering.”

And now look inside your own body. Note the simplicity and the beautiful way the heart functions. It’s a
masterful, simple, and straightforward piece of machinery.

And now, of course, look inside your own mind. Note the simplicity now of transferring a wish from your
conscious thoughts to your subconscious mind, and realize the beautiful results.

And now, one more time, look outside and inside simultaneously, and look ahead, back, and at the
present all at once. You will see the beginning of simple magic.

EXTRA: An Extra Exercise (not part of the recording)
EXERCISE #22: Confusing Your Mind to Think More Creatively

As mentioned throughout MIND DYNAMICS, creativity is one of the chief means of attaining what you
wish for, not only with the initial idea, but with how the idea is executed. In addition to all the
information given, here is another effective way of getting your mind to spark new and useful ideas, as
well as effective ways of rendering the ideas. There are a couple of steps to this exercise:

1) First, understand that over the years, your mind has gotten used to sorting, organizing, and
filing millions upon millions of pieces of information in its vast “storehouse,” and then feeding
you the data when you need it. The most important thing to realize in all of this is that the
sorting and filing is done with certain patterns and formations. It’s these patterns and
formations that must be broken to increase creativity. (Remember, as mentioned earlier in the
program, Picasso said, “To create, first I must destroy.”) So you will now learn to destroy
former thinking formats. How? You do this by “confusing” the mind, thus forcing it to
reconfigure how it takes in and records information.

2) Here’s how to break previous mindsets and worn-out patterns of thought so your mind begins
to sort and file information in fresh ways, thus allowing fresh ideas to be born. As I said, it’s
done by tricking or confusing the mind. Plus, this exercise requires no additional time on
your part because it involves your daily activities, the things you do each day already. The
exercise is to do these things in a new and different way. For instance:



A) When you take a drink from a glass, hold it with the opposite hand with which you would
normally hold it.

B) Wear your watch on the opposite wrist.

C) Brush your teeth with the opposite hand.

D) If you sit with your legs crossed one way (i.e., right over left), cross them the other way 
(i.e., left over right).

E) Open a door with the opposite hand with which you would normally do so.

F) At dinner time, sit in a different chair.

G) Rearrange the order in which you put on your clothes in the morning.

There are dozens of simple tasks that you can do differently just by switching hands or by changing-up
the order. Do at least a couple of these each day. In fact, do as many as you can. (Just DO NOT do
anything that is potentially dangerous, like pressing your car’s brake pedal with a different foot, or shaving
with the opposite hand.)

Also, after a day or two, try not to concentrate or focus too much on what you are doing. Just do these
tasks in these different ways, and continue to do them day after day. In a few weeks, in an amazing way,
when you require a solution, a creative thought, a new way of looking at something, believe it or not,
your mind will begin to provide exceptional ideas, and most likely these ideas will be more novel and
more workable than you ever thought possible.

This exercise works especially well when you also do The Destiny-Attainment Technique, The F.I.S.H.
Session, The P.O.I.N.T. Exercise, and other techniques in this program.

(PLEASE NOTE: The first 21 exercises and the 18 concepts are explained in complete detail in the audio portion.

They are here in this guidebook primarily as a sampling of the audio contents, as a visual reinforcement of the

program, and as a means of reviewing the exercises and concepts once you’ve heard them.)
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N o t e s



D Y N A M I C
MIND OPENERS

He re are what I call Dynamic Mind Openers. T h e y’re different from anything discussed in the
audio portion of this program, and are here as a kind of bonus. If you give a go at solving
these, they can open your mind to thinking in new, different, and cre a t i ve ways. Plus, they’re

helpful in activating our minds to consider more fully the possibilities beyond our usual attempts at
p roblem solving. T h e re are thousands of these kinds of “p u z z l e s” out there in the world, but here are a
f ew of my favo r i t e s .

The solutions are on page 52. Don’t peek ahead at the answers. Give each puzzle time. Even if you solve
just a couple, your mind will feel exercised and refreshed, plus the more you work on these kinds of
“conundrums,” you will see the world differently and become more effecting in all kinds of problem
solving. (Of course, after you solve and understand these mind openers, you’ll have a lot of fun
challenging your friends with them.)

IMPORTANT: The first six mind openers use sticks, or better yet, wooden matches. In fact, to help solve
the first six, I recommend you get a box of matches and lay them out on a table in the formations below
rather than just looking at the diagrams.
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WORKING 7 TO 5
B e l ow are 20 wooden matches (or sticks) arra n g e d
to fo rm seven squares. By moving and repositioning
only three matches, tra n s fo rm these seven squares
into five squares.

MIND OPENERS
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F ROM 5 TO 4
The fo l l owing matches fo rm five squares. By mov i n g
and repositioning only two matches, tra n s fo rm these
f i ve squares into just four squares.

TRI THIS ANGLE
The nine matches below form three triangles. By moving
and repositioning two of these matches, form them into four
triangles.

THE ANSWER IS NINE
N ow we start to think in really wild “out there” way s. On the left are
six matches. On the right are five. Add the six matches on the left
to the five on the right to get nine.
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F ROM 2 TO 3
Here are 16 matches arranged to fo rm two squares,
one inside the other. By moving and repositioning only
four matches, make three squares. ( F Y I : There are a
couple of solutions to this probl e m . )

THERE’S A 
S QUARE T H E R E

Are you ready for a challenge? The answer is ve ry cool,
m aybe deviously so, but you’ll get a kick out of this. B y
m oving only one of these matches to a new position,
fo rm a perfect square. R e m e m b e r, you may move only
one match

M ATCH MAT H
These ten matches are fo rmed into an equation of Roman
nu m e ra l s. The equation you see is unequal. W i t h o u t
touching any of the matches, make this equation equal.
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PA RTS OF A W H O L E
See if your mind can discern what’s hidden. What English
language word do you see below ?

C LU E S

BIRDS OF A FEAT H E R
For this mind opener, we will use pennies, but any
denomination will work well as long as they are all the same.
Arrange the coins as below. Imagine that the coins are birds
in formation, all flying north. Move and reposition only three
coins so that this flock flies in formation heading south.

N

S

PLEASE NOTE:
This mind opener section isn’t
some kind of IQ test or a
challenge to prove your level of
mind power. It’s just one of a
number of ways to bolster your
creative thinking. By the way,
in my opinion, IQ tests,
creativity tests, or any “intel-
ligence tests” that I’ve seen, are
mostly incapable of re l i a b l y
revealing the true geniuses of
the world. So keep in mind,
these Dynamic Mind Openers
are just some fun little puzzles,
and by doing them (even if you
have to eventually peek at the
answers), you will open your
mind to some new ways of
p e rceiving a problem and
conceiving a solution.
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THE SHAPE OF
THINGS TO COME

Here are a bunch of shapes. One does not belong. Which one is it and why ?

A LITTLE RIDDLE

In the english language, what word begins with an E, also ends with and E, yet contains
only one letter?

A MIDDLE RIDDLE

If a dog runs into a forest, how far does he go?

A KIDDLE RIDDLE

S a ra ’s father has five daughters:

1) Chacha

2) Cheche

3) Chichi

4) Chocho

5) ????

What is the fifth daughter’s name?

A B
C D

GFE
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IN OTHER WO R D S
The next twelve mind openers use words in cryptic, wacky, yet wonderful ways. From them, your
mind will wander into an understanding of creative possibilities, and the solutions will bring a smile
to your face. Derive a word, name, phrase or saying from each of the following combinations of words
and letters. Their shapes and/or their positions are often a key to the solution.

Mi n d
Ma t t e r

AT Fr a n k Fr a n k R A

BcLcOcUcScE

s a i l i n g
c c c c c c c

b e a t i n g
beating  bush  beating

b e a t i n g

Gi ve Gi ve Gi ve Gi ve Ge t Ge t Ge t Ge t
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A  P
E        P
S        L

U  A

a home         home

e14 4q u i t y

m a d
mad  U m a d

m a d

r
k  c l o c k o

c

yo u J U S Tm e
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SOLUTIONS DYNAMIC MIND OPENERS 
Working 7 to 5

From 5 to 4

Tri this Angle

The Answer is Nine
No groans please! This is one
of my favo ri t e s.

From 2 to 3
FIRST SOLUTION: The result
is two large squares
intersecting to fo rm a small,
third square in the middle.

SECOND SOLUTION: The result
is one giant square with two small
squares inside at the upper ri g h t
and lower left. (There are other
s o l u t i o n s, too. )

There’s a Square There
Slide match A just a tiny bit to the
right, and the space in the center
n ow fo rms a square. H ey, all ri g h t ,
I know it’s kind of sneaky, bu t
since I’m here and yo u ’re there, I
don’t have to wo r ry about yo u
t h r owing anything at me.

Match Math
N o p e, you don’t have to touch
a ny matches. Just walk around to
the other side of the table to view
the matches upside down and
you’ll see the fo l l owing equation
t h a t ’s equal. L i ke many gr e a t
p r o blems of the wo rld, the best
solutions are often the simplest.

(Here is one more solution: W h i l e
looking at the equation right-side up,
bl ow the ve rtical match away from the
plus sign and you’ll get XI-I=X.)

Birds of a Feather
All right, let’s move these birds
s o u t h . First, slide bird A to the
bottom to become the lead bird
flying south. Then move birds B
and C to either side of the row
of two to make a new back row
of fo u r. Isn’t migration a
beautiful thing?

A

A

C B

P a rts of a Whole
C LU E S
Another possibility is G LU E S .

The Shape of Things
to Come
Shape D doesn’t belong because
i t ’s the only non-equilateral shape
(the only shape whose sides are
not all equal length).

R i d d l e s
A Little Riddle: ENVELOPE
A Middle Riddle: From the info rm a t i o n
g i ven, one possible answer is halfway,
because after he runs halfway, he’s
running out of the forest. A clue to
this solution was in the title.
A Kiddle Riddle: Sara

In Other Words
mind over matter
Frank Sinatra
see-through bl o u s e
sail ing over the seven seas
beating around the bu s h
fo r g i ve and fo r g e t
mad about yo u
a home away from home
r o ck around the clock
gross inequity
a round of applause
just between you and me

newly
formed
square

newly
formed
square

new
triangle

new
triangle



Notes and Credits
for

MIND Dynamics
The Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. quotes are from his I Have a Dream speech delivered on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C., August 28th, 1963.

The definitions of “conscious” and “subconscious” are from Webster’s New World Collegiate Dictionary,
published by Macmillan, 1997.

The studies on infant massage were conducted by psychologist Tiffany Fields at the Touch Research
Institute in Miami, Florida and reported in, among other sources, LIFE magazine, August, 1997.

Se veral variations exist (mostly by word of mouth) of the mirror exe rcise, but the earliest printed ve r s i o n
I can find is in the book The Magic of Be l i e v i n g by Claude M. Bristol, published by Pocket Books,
1948. Also, a form of the desire-attainment technique and a version of the silver ring of pro t e c t i o n
technique appear in this early post-war motivational book, though all of these techniques go back at least
to the 19th century.

The information on specific signals women give to men is from the 1985 article “Nonverbal Courtship
Patterns in Women: Context and Consequences” by Monica M. Moore from Ethnology and
Sociobiology.

The referenced George Soros book is titled Soros on Soros: Staying Ahead of the Curve, published by
John Wiley & Sons, 1995.

The referenced Conrad Hilton book is titled Be My Guest, published by Simon & Shuster, originally
published by Prentice Hall, 1957.

The referenced Quantum Memory Power by Dominic O’Brien is available through the Nightingale-
Conant company (toll free 1-800-525-9000), as are many outstanding personal development programs. 
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Some Recommended

Reading & Listening
He re is a list of great books and/or audio programs. It’s just a random bunch of titles that come to mind
that may be interesting to your mind. By no means is this a complete listing of any particular topic or
subject matter, and it’s not a bibliography. In fact, it’s kind of a hodge-podge, yet all of these contain
something enlightening, something which truly expands our understanding of the hidden parts of our
minds. I like sharing favorite books, audio programs, movies, plays, music, etc., so I’d love to hear yo u r
lists, too. Send them on.

The Poetry of Robert Frost — The Collected Poems,
Complete and Unabridged, Holt Rinehart &
Winston, New York, ©1969.

The Hidden Life of Dogs, Elizabeth Marshall
Thomas, Pocket Books (New York), ©1993.

Sacred Cycles — Inner Quest for Health, Happiness
and Self-Fulfillment, Dr. Jay Stone, Empower
Publications (Chicago), ©2001.

On the High Wire, Philippe Petit, Random House
(New York), ©1985.

The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Milan Kundera,
Harper & Row (New York), ©1984.

The Sales Bible — The Ultimate Sales Resource,
Jeffrey H. Gitomer, Morrow & Co. (New York),
©1994.

Quantum Memory Power, Dominic O’Brien, audio
program by Nightingale-Conant (Niles, IL),
©2000.

Music: An Appreciation, Robert Kamien, McGraw-
Hill (New York), ©2000.

Dictionary of Music, Theodore Karp, Northwestern
University Press (Evanston, IL), ©1984.

Night, Elie Wiesel, translated by Stella Rodway,
Hill & Wang (New York), ©1961. 

Silence, John Cage, Wesleyan University Press
(Middletown, CN), ©1976.

Robert Penn Warren Talking, edited by Watkins and
Hyers, Random House (New York), ©1980.

Self-Reliance and Other Essays, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Dover (New York), ©1993.

Conversation Power, James K. Van Fleet, audio
program by Nightingale-Conant (Niles, IL),
©2000.

My Voice Will Go with You — The Teaching Tales of
Milton Erickson, edited by Sidney Rosen, WW
Norton & Co. (New York), ©1982. 

Siddhartha, Hermann Hesse, New Directions (New
York), ©1951.

Hello, I Must Be Going — Groucho and His Friends,
Charlotte Chandler, Doubleday & Co. (New
York), ©1978.

Leading with My Chin, Jay Leno with Bill Zehme,
Harper Collins (New York), ©1996.

The Little Engine That Could — 60th Anniversary
Edition, Watty Piper, Grosset & Dunlap (New
York), ©1990.

Lauren Bacall by Myself, Lauren Bacall, Ballantine
Books (New York), ©1980.

My Young Years, Arthur Rubinstein, Alfred A.
Knopf (New York), ©1973.

Indian Givers — How the Indians of the Americas
Transformed the World, Crown (New York), ©1988.

Complete Poems, e.e. cummings, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich (New York), ©1972.

The Savage Truth on Money, Terry Savage, Wiley &
Sons (New York), ©1999.

Accelerated Learning Techniques, Brian Tracy with
Colin Rose, audio program by Nightingale-Conant
(Niles, IL) ©2000.
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Sidney with Leeza Gibbons during one
of this guest appearances on her
NBC-TV talk show The Leeza Show

Sidney chatting with Star Jones
on ABC-TV’s The View

S i d n ey with the eve r - young Dick
Clark at his guest appearance on
NBC-TV’s The Other Half

S i d n ey Friedman is an author, composer, phenomenalist, and perfo rmer of
mind miracles who has discovered powerful principles on how to communicate with the
subconscious mind. In his national best-selling book YOUR MIND KNOWS MORE T H A N
YOU DO — The Subconscious Secrets of Success, Sidney has led the way in show i n g
h ow to use the mind to achieve magical results for both business and personal endeavo r s.
S i d n ey has been a featured guest on numerous television show s, including ABC-TV’s T h e
V i ew, NBC-TV’s The Other Half, NBC-TV’s The Leeza Show, and va rious notable new s
p r o gra m s. He is also called upon regularly to present his mental feats at major corp o ra t e
c o n ferences for the likes of Baxter, Dean W i t t e r, Exxon, Harris Bank, Hew l e t t - Pa ck a r d ,
M c D o n a l d ’s, Motorola, Quaker Oats, and many others, where he also discusses the topics
of creative thinking and future thinking. In another career as a composer, Sidney ’s credits
include a composer fe l l owship at the Boston Symphony Orchestra ’s Ta n g l ewood Music
Fe s t i val and he has scored music for numerous television show s, including the noted PBS
t e l evision series World Museum Classics.

To book Sidney Friedman for your next event or training session,
call our Speakers Bureau at 1-800-323-5552, x2438.
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ijournal —use this space for notes, insights, or any ideas

you might want to record to further personalize this material.
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Expand Your Learning Library with
These Exciting Programs from Nightingale-Conant!

The Tao of Abundance:
Eight Ancient Principles for Abundant Living
By Laurence G. Boldt
22070CD

Quantum Memory Power:
Learn to Improve Your Memory with the World Memory Champion!
By Dominic O’Brien
22010CD

Accelerated Learning Techniques:
The Express Track to Super Intelligence
By Brian Tracy and Colin Rose
11970CD

Mega-Learning:
A Powerful New System for Processing and Applying New Information
At Rapid Speed
By Donna Cercone
21400CD

Change Your Beliefs, Change Your Life:
How to Take Control, Break Old Habits, and Live the Life You Deserve
By Nick Hall, Ph.D.
20971CD

All available from Nightingale-Conant at Phone: 1-800-525-9000
or visit our website at www.nightingale.com

or for our UK clients Phone: 01803 666100 • nightingaleconant.co.uk.

22660PG1-WCDR
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